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THIRD PARTY LAB RESULTS  
CONFIRM THE XFLO METER’S  
UNPARALLELED ACCURACY

For many years, fuel retailers have been faced with the issue 
of fuel loss caused by meter drift. As traditional piston fuel 
meters lose accuracy over time, the cost to fuel retailers 
can be as high as hundreds of thousands of dollars, which 
has long  been considered a necessary expense of doing 
business in the industry.

Wayne Fueling Systems has an extensive history as a leader 
in metering technology. Over the last several decades, Wayne 
has set the standard in the industry for meter performance 
with products such as the Wayne iMeterTM fuel meter, a highly 
accurate, positive displacement piston meter. Now through 
innovative engineering, Wayne has built upon its strong 
metering experience to create the Xflo fuel meter. Using axial 
flow hydraulic technology, it is the most accurate meter ever 
developed.

Based on internal lab tests, Wayne has been able to establish 
the Xflo meter’s enhanced accuracy in comparison to 
traditional piston meters. These results have been confirmed 
by an independent, third party lab, SP Technical Research 
Institute of Sweden, an international leader in technology 
research and certification. SP is a standards laboratory for 
retail petroleum device approval and is known as a leading 
research institute for a wide array of developing technologies 
including advanced measurement and  calibration methods.

Through the credibility of an unbiased third party, the tests 
verif Wayne’s own research. They demonstrate the Xflo 
meter’s near-perfect accuracy with varying fuel volumes and 
different flow rates over extended periods of time. The tests 
prove that the Xflo meter can dramatically reduce the amount 
of fuel lost. This translates to thousands of dollars in cost 
savings annually.

In addition to fuel costs, the Xflo meter’s consistent accuracy 
eliminates the need for recalibration which helps to reduce 
maintenance costs, and the Xflo meter’s design supports 
improved flow rates. What’s more, one of Wayne’s driving 
objectives has been to facilitate an easy adoption and 
implementation process so retailers can smoothly integrate 
the Xflo meter into their sites, whether retrofitting existing 
equipment or installing new fuel dispensers.

Wayne believes the implications of the SP Technical 
Research Institute’s results signify tremendous advantages 
for fuel retailers. They validate the fact that fuel retailers no 
longer have to settle for fuel loss as an unavoidable expense.

The tests prove that the Xflo fuel meter can dramatically  
reduce the amount of fuel lost. Particularly for high  

volume fueling businesses, this translates to thousands  
of dollars in cost savings annually.
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XFLO METER TECHNOLOGY
Innovative Design

The Xflo meter improves upon Wayne Fueling Systems’s 
already popular iMeter positive displacement piston fuel 
meter through advances in several areas of pump and 
dispenser hydraulics. It offers improved accuracy, calibration, 
flow rate performance and packaging.

The Xflo meter’s axial flow architecture represents an 
evolutionary step in metering technology. Its high-precision 
dual-spindle, screwrotor design minimizes resistance 
between the flutes. This reduces the amount of contact 
between sealing surfaces and decreases the subsequent 
friction that causes typical piston meters to develop wear 
patterns which diminish accuracy over time. The Xflo meter’s
innovative design eliminates the inherent tendency of most 
piston meters to “over-deliver”, in effect, give away fuel.

Another significant attribute of the Xflo meter’s less restrictive
spindle design is that fuel can move through the unit with 
less effort and less pressure than a traditional positive 
displacement meter. Reduced pressure combined with the 
Xflo meter’s high-capacity 25 gpm filter creates an efficient 
hydraulic pathway. Retailers can now experience a whole 
new level of exceptional flow rate performance.

Compatibility with a Wide Range of Fuel Types 
The Xflo meter is capable of handling a wide range of flow 
conditions, fluid temperatures, densities and viscosities 
making it suitable for use with any quality fuel. The Xflo meter 
can also be configured for use with alternative fuels.

Unparalleled Accuracy
In addition to a more efficient design that results in superior
accuracy, the Xflo meter has distinctive accuracy features 
built in. Each Xflo meter has a unique calibration identity 
linked to its own accuracy profile. Instead of using generic 
calibration parameters to adjust to a single point on a 
calibration curve, every Xflo meter leaves the factory tuned 
to its unique performance profile using a dozen data points 
across a wide band of flow rates.

Seamless Implementation and  
Easy Ownership 
The Xflo meter is designed for easy installation, retrofit and 
service. Similar to the iMeter fuel meter, which offers two 
meters in a single package, the Xflo meter features twin 
spindles in a compact housing. The result is a compact, 
modular product that provides flexible layout configurability. 
Additionally, the highly-engineered spindles are made of 
hardened bearing steel.

Wayne has successfully conducted thousands of successful 
retail installations around the world, so Wayne offers a solid 
base of experience to draw upon and proven credibility in  
the industry. The Xflo meter’s rugged construction provides 
years of dependable performance. What’s more, its solid 
design can handle particles as large as 80 microns, so the 
Xflo meter continues to work efficiently even with less  
refined fuels.

The Xflo Meter’s innovative design eliminates  
the inherent tendency of most piston meters to  

“over-deliver”, in effect, give away fuel.
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THE TEST RESULTS
Test Conditions and Processes

The Xflo meter was evaluated along with three other meters 
including the Wayne iMeter (two-piston meter), the Gilbarco 
Veeder Root C+ meter (four-piston) and the Tokheim MA-26 
meter (four-piston). The meters used in the test were selected 
randomly to provide a representative sample of inventory.

The tests were carefully structured to replicate typical refueling 
circumstances as much as possible. The meters were cycled 
in one-minute intervals using unleaded high octane gasoline 
at approximately 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Designed to simulate 
actual fueling conditions, the fuel flow through the meter was 
started at slow flow than increased to full flow at approximately 
10 gallons per minute. The fuel flow was then shut off for one to 
two seconds before the cycle was repeated.

Test readings were taken at the following fuel  
volume levels:

• 0 gallons to establish the benchmark

• 30,000 gallons

• 150,000 gallons

• 300,000 gallons

• 600,000 gallons

• 1 million gallons

• 1.5 million gallons

• 3 million gallons

Another important factor in the tests was flow rate. At each 
interval the meters were tested at three different flow rates, 0.75 
gallons per minute (gpm), 5 gpm and 10 gpm per established 
Weights and Measures protocol. Flow rates of 5 gpm and 10 
gpm are highlighted in this report because they are the rates 
most frequently found in typical retail applications.

The schematic in Figure 1 represents the testing process. Four 
meters were tested with fuel originating from a common source. 
Conditions were carefully orchestrated to ensure consistent 
temperatures, fluid movement and calculations as well as 
minimum supply piping among the four meters.

The test fixture used by SP Technical Research Institute 
was designed to replicate typical retail fueling conditions. 

Consisting of four meters, the fixture tested the Xflo 
meter’s performance against traditional piston meters.
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*
*  The Gilbarco Ecometer has not been part of the testing 

process to date because of issues related to data 
communication with the meter encoder.

Figure 1

HYDRAULIC SCHEMATIC
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THE TEST RESULTS
The Xflo Meter Tests Show  
No Appreciable Meter Drift

The Xflo meter was evaluated along with three other meters. 
The chart in Figure 2 shows the Xflo meter’s performance 
after a volume total of 3 million gallons at 5 and 10gpm flow 
rates – rates most commonly found in typical applications. 
Similarly, Figures 3 and 4 show performance after 1.5 
million and 1,000,000 gallons, respectively. These volumes 
are representative of the other volume levels tested by SP 
Technical Research Institute. The data show that the Xflo 
meter’s accuracy levels remain consistently close to the 0 
percent deviation measurement even when volume totals are 
dramatically increased. 

In the field, meters are allowed to measure within +/- .25% 
of zero error for the first 30 days of service known as the 
”acceptance tolerance.” Thereafter, the allowance is raised to 
+/- .5% referred to as ”maintenance tolerance.” If the measure 
exceeds this amount, recalibration is required. Consequently, 
measurements as close to 0 percent deviation translate to 
reduced maintenance costs, as well as savings from reduced 
fuel loss.

The charts on the following pages illustrate that the Xflo meter’s 
accuracy does not drift at varying fuel volume levels and flow 
rates, even over extended periods of time. The tests show that 
it remains nearly at the zero mark after volumes representative 
of nearly 15 years of service at a typical retail fuel station with an 
above average monthly volume of 200,000 gallons. This results 
in significant cost savings because retailers are not giving  
away fuel.

Example of Cost Savings*

*Assumes five dispensers per site dispensing 200,000 gallons per month and a 0.1% accuracy improvement.  

1 yr

3 yrs

5 yrs

2,400 gallons

7,200 gallons

12,000 gallons
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1 Accuracy P7020068Application No:

Date: December 16, 2008, # 1
Xflo, serial number 7009 B, 3 MGallon, 407 323 cycle totals
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Figure 2: Xflo meter accuracy results after 3 million gallons of fuel dispensed at two flow rates show no appreciable meter drift.

XFLO METER TESTED AFTER MEASURING 3 MILLION GALLONS OF FUEL
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XFLO METER TESTED AFTER MEASURING 1.5 MILLION  
GALLONS OF FUEL
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P7020068Application No:

Date: January 30, 2008, # 2
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P7020068Application No:

Date: March 20, 2008, # 1
Xf lo, serial number 7009 B, 1.5 MGallon, 200 526 cycle totals
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P7020068Application No:

Date: January 30, 2008, # 2
1 Accuracy

X-Flo, serial number 7009 B, 1 MGallon, 133 931 cycle totals
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Figures 3 & 4: Across all fuel volumes tested, including 1.5 million gallons and 1 million  
gallons, the Xflo meter’s accuracy readings remain near the 0 percent deviation mark  
consistently indicating no meter drift.

XFLO METER TESTED AFTER MEASURING1.5 MILLION  
GALLONS OF FUEL
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XFLO METER TESTED AFTER MEASURING1.5 MILLION  
GALLONS OF FUEL
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Figure 5: The Xflo meter’s results remain just as accurate after measuring 3 million gallons as it is at lower volumes.

XFLO METER RESULTS TO 3 MILLION GALLONS AT 5 GPM AND 10 GPM
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Figure 6a: The average piston meter’s 
accuracy declines over time and  
use compared to the Xflo meter’s  
performance which remains consistent.

Figure 6b: The trend lines clearly  
illustrate the accuracy differences  
between traditional piston meters  
and the Xflo meter.

XFLO METER  
VS TRADITIONAL  
PISTON METER

PERFORMANCE 
TRENDS FOR  
XFLO METER  
IN COMPARISON  
TO TRADITIONAL  
PISTON METERS

To fully demonstrate the differences in performance between piston meters and the Xflo meter, SP Technical Research
Institute tested traditional piston meters which have been the standard in the industry. The results shown in Figure 6a are
based on the average performance of the piston meters tested. Figure 6b interprets the results by placing them on a trend line
to better demonstrate the overall performance of the four meters tested.

The charts illustrate meter performance for flow rates of 5 gpm and 10 gpm because these rates are most commonly found in typical 
applications. Additionally, the fuel volume range during the cycle test extends from zero to 3 million gallons. The results show that 
the average performance of the piston meter is in line with what has long been accepted in the industry. This meter drift is due to 
typical patterns of wear which develop between internal sealing surfaces over the duration of the product lifecycle. This creates a 
situation where more fuel is dispensed than that for which the consumer is paying. Consequently, the meters must be recalibrated to 
reestablish accuracy.
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THE XFLO METER OFFERS FUEL  
RETAILERS SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS

• Fuel inventory savings for increased profits
 The Xflo meter’s test results demonstrate virtually no meter drift saving potentially 2,400 gallons of lost fuel per year based on a 

0.1% accuracy improvement as shown in these tests and five dispensers per site based on 200,000 gallons per month.

•  Faster throughput
 Less-restrictive spindle design results in reduced pressure drop and smoother hydraulic flow. As a result, the Xflo meter offers 

faster flow rates than traditional piston meters.

•  Reduced calibration costs
  The Xflo meter does not need to be recalibrated which greatly reduces calibration-related maintenance costs backed by 

Waynes’s four-year recalibration warranty.

•   Long term investment protection
  Due to its long term performance accuracy, the Xflo meter has a service life that should meet or exceed existing piston meters.

The Xflo meter is constructed of rugged materials that withstand years of use. Plus, the unit’s core meter components are built 
with materials that can handle all types of fuel. It provides a common platform that is inherently compatible with alternative fuels.



XFLO METER FAQS

Why change the industry’s leading meter 
technology after years of successful use?
Although the Wayne iMeter fuel meter has long been recognized 
as one of the most accurate meters in the industry, the 
company’s philosophy has always been to stay at the cutting 
edge of technological innovation in order to provide maximum 
value to its customers. The Xflo meter offers significant, tangible 
benefits for fuel retailers: the virtual elimination of meter drift and 
its resulting fuel loss, as well as a higher flow rate.

Is the Xflo meter really more accurate than 
traditional meters?
Yes. Traditional positive displacement meters have served the
industry well and will continue to do so in the future. But the
Xflo meter addresses a performance issue inherent to all such
legacy meter technology by reducing the amount of contact 
(and subsequent friction-caused wear) between sealing 
surfaces. The high-precision spindle design ensures minimal 
contact between the flutes, allowing the Xflo meter to measure 
literally millions of gallons of fuel without appreciable drift.

How does this new design affect flow rate?
Spindle-type meters require less pressure to move a given
volume of fluid through the device than a comparable piston
design. This fact, combined with a more direct flow path and a
higher capacity 25 gpm filter results in the most efficient fluid
pathway ever designed for a Wayne dispenser.The end result? 
Measurably higher flow rates that speed the fueling process and 
increase customer throughput.

How does the calibration work?
Although calibration will likely be unnecessary under normal
usage conditions, the Xflo meter utilizes the same simple,
single-step process as the iMeter fuel meter: the calibration 
door is opened, the five-gallon test measure is filled to the zero 
mark, and the calibration door is subsequently replaced. Fast, 
easy and effective. The only difference between calibrating the 

iMeter fuel meter and the Xflo meter is that a calibration number 
unique to each Xflo meter (recorded on the side of the unit) 
must be entered electronically so it can be stored for reference 
to the individual meter.

How do you physically seal the Xflo meter?
Each calibration door on the XWIP is sealed just like the doors
on the iMeter fuel meter. A seal wire passes through an opening 
in the door and through a flange on the meter assembly, which 
can then be sealed by an authorized representative.

Will all Wayne dispensers be supplied with 
Xflo meters as standard equipment?
No. Most dispenser models continue to feature the Wayne 
iMeter fuel meter as standard equipment. The Xflo meter is an
optional upgrade to the Wayne HelixTM and Ovation fuel 
dispensers and supplied as standard on E85-listed models. 

How do I know that this meter is  
more accurate?
In both extensive laboratory and field tests, the Xflo meter has
performed exceptionally well, measuring millions of gallons of
fuel without appreciable meter drift. For independent validation,
Wayne engaged a third party industry expert to review the 
design; the findings confirmed the new meter’s improved 
accuracy. The Xflo meter is, quite simply, the most stable meter 
ever developed.

Is there a warranty for recalibration?
Wayne offers a four-year warranty for any necessary 
recalibration of the meter.

 
Are the flow control valves affected by  
this design?
No, the Xflo meter uses the same proportional flow control
valves as the iMeter fuel meter.
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